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TODAY'S HEADLINES

‘It’s embarrassing that it’s come to this’: FDA inactivity prompts McCaskill to ask retailers to voluntarily pull any and all picamilon supplements
Senator Claire McCaskill has written to 10 retailers to ask them to voluntarily remove any dietary supplements containing picamilon, ‘after weeks of inaction by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)’. ... Read

DNA tests still lack the kind of certainty the public expects, researcher says
DNA is a potentially powerful technology that has pitfalls for botanical identification, attendees at a recent industry event were told... Read

Despite El Niño threat, Peru says new stock estimate allows for second anchovy fishing season
In a welcome bit of news for the omega-3s industry, the Peruvian government has opened a second fishing season for anchovies. ... Read

FDA seeks comments on use of the term ‘natural’ on food labels
Understanding the meaning of ‘natural’ might be crucial in drafting rules to define it. ... Read